A
modular
masterpiece
Samsung takes the next
big step in its journey of
LED innovation with the
launch of its large-scale,
luxury display, The Wall.

L

arge modular displays are not exactly new.
They’ve been around for years. In boardrooms,
lobbies, showrooms and even many homes around
the world, you’ll find them—interconnected smaller
screens joined together to make one large display.
But that’s always been kind of the problem. You can
see the joins.
As technology advances, LCD manufacturers have made
great strides in reducing the bezels on screens, to try and
make a completely seamless modular display. And it works
well. But working well is not good enough. Even a premium
‘extreme narrow bezel’ videowall will still show gridlines
where the panels are connected. To create a truly flawless
display, you need to ensure the seams are completely
invisible to viewers. The only way to do this is to get rid
of the bezels altogether. This is one of the key principles
behind Samsung’s approach to large modular displays
and why it is continuing to drive the evolution of LED.

A new world of possibilities
For many years, LED modular screens could only really
be used in outdoor environments, where viewers were
some distance away. Stadium replay boards, for example,
or sideline advertising at sporting venues. The distance
between the pixels on LED screens (or ‘the pitch’) was
generally quite large. The human eye can’t pick this up,
so the image would look blended and uniform from far
away. Get closer, however, and the quality of the picture
would soon degrade.

These advances in picture quality mean Samsung can
now do much more with LED—creating premium modular
displays for use in the home, office, or anywhere else
where people need larger screens. And with the flexibility
of the modular technology, they can be made to fit any
space, in any size or ratio.
“For decades, Samsung has led the way in nextgeneration display innovation,” says Jonghee Han,
President of Visual Display Business at Samsung
Electronics. “Our LED technology is at the forefront of
the next screen revolution with intelligent, customisable
displays that excel in every performance category.”
Now, Samsung is showing just what it can do with these
exciting innovations, by unveiling the next big step in its
LED vision: The Wall.

A true one-of-a-kind
The Wall is a luxury, bespoke display that offers
premium viewing experiences on a larger, grander
scale. Built to the user’s individual specifications,
and made-to-measure for any space, it enables them
to go beyond the standard 16:9 ratio with a screen that
meets their specific design and space needs. So, they can
create a visual centrepiece for the company boardroom.
Or add a versatile digital feature wall to any room in
their luxury residence. It’s even possible to design
customised shapes—fitting The Wall to inspired,
unusual locations, or even around a doorframe.

Where screens of this size would typically need to be
housed in a darkened private cinema or screening room to
produce maximum effect, The Wall offers superior visuals
in any environment—from a corporate lobby to a high-end
showroom, or even a living room or bedroom.
And it doesn’t end there. The Wall also features Samsung’s
Chroma Max technology to create the most vivid range of
colours and Black Seal technology provides deep levels of
black. It means visuals are vibrant and natural. Images look
ultra-realistic. And it’s easy to pick out every tiny detail.
It’s like the real world on the wall.
“As the world’s first consumer modular LED television,
The Wall delivers incredible brightness, colour gamut,
colour volume and black levels,” says Jonghee Han.
“We’re excited about this next step along our roadmap
to the future of screen technology, and the remarkable
viewing experience it offers to consumers.”

The greatest display

being used for watching movies or playing games
in a living room, or presenting work on a giant screen
in the boardroom.
With its versatile modular capabilities, The Wall can be
crafted into the ultimate bespoke shape to complement
any space. It could be a large home cinema in a private
residence, a digital fountain in a corporate reception,
or the multimedia highlight of any art gallery or museum.
There’s also the added bonus of cost efficiency, because
users can display real-looking installations, without the
maintenance costs. And because they’re digital, users can
easily change to a new spectator piece to refresh their home
or business. With limitless possibilities, the only constraints
are a user’s imagination. And there’s not a single join
in sight.

The Wall is now available to order from
selected Samsung partners. Find out
more at samsung.com/uk/the-wall

The Wall is a world first in large-scale, luxury displays.
Combining superior LED visual technology with innovative
colour and brightness, it guarantees outstanding, largerthan-life visual experiences in any setting—whether it’s

The Wall actually becomes an integral
feature of its surroundings. When it’s not
being used to view media, it transforms
into a digital canvas, enabling users to
exhibit art or personal photos.
Alternatively, they can create and show bespoke
backgrounds that perfectly complement their corporate
branding or blend with the décor of any room in their
home. They can even display ultra-realistic outdoor
scenes, creating a window to the world. And with its
slim design and almost edgeless display, The Wall
blends seamlessly into the background—only standing
out when users want it to.

A technological masterpiece
Where The Wall really excels is in its striking picture
quality and enhanced visual experiences. Taking LED
technology even further, The Wall uses a new process to
produce LEDs where the individual pixels are only 0.8mm
wide. This means even more pixels can be used in every
frame, making for richer, denser, higher-quality imagery.
The Wall uses HD10+ to produce incredible levels of
brightness. Combined with precise greyscale to enhance
contrast, it ensures a crystal-clear picture in any light.

But the technology has come a long way in recent years.
Manufacturers can now pack many more pixels into a
smaller area. This creates a much finer pixel pitch, vastly
improving the quality of the visuals, and meaning they can
be viewed from much closer. The improvement is so good,
in fact, that it rivals the best HD LCD videowalls. Plus, with
up to twice the lifetime of conventional LCD displays, it
lasts longer, too. No wonder it’s quickly becoming the
preferred choice for professional AV integrators,
architects and businesses.
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